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Friday, February 21, 1975
Vol. 1, No.5

Student Hoard

Editor:
Celine & Julie vs. Joan of the
Angels

Mim Coan requests volunteers
to formulate this year's fac
Funeral parlors, and haircutting
ulty evaluation. Volunteers:
shops frighten me to the very
Jim Coan,Polly Roberts,Meg
core of my soul. Both are us
Lesser
ually conspicuosly architect*Freshman Foundation Reportured, carpeted and plushed.
Julius Santos reports commun
Meetings Monday, 4:30 pm. in
Both are intentlv determined to
ication progress with John
the Express-0 Office, adjacent
render respective victoms pleas
Udvardy. Freshman Class will
to the S.A.O.
ing to the eye, sometimes beyond
meet regularly every three
One year's subscription mailed
recognition.
weeks and Freshman Faculty
to your home; $12.00.
However, comes the day I am
meetings are now open to stu
sitting next to a bush, and a
dents.
Bob Kensinger- Editor
quaint blue haired lady asks
May Litman reports on Colab 5
StaffJulie where she found such a
committee consisting of 25
NAP
-Asst. Editors
spectacular sheepdog. I figure
people(an executive committee
Dave Stairs
I must cast all doubts to the
and contact committee which
Ed Kensinger - G
raphic Design
proverbial wind and get the lun
will be in contact with the
atic fringe shorn.
departments). Majority of mon
Robert Crawford
"Listen," Julie says over tea,
ey the committee receives will
Rebecca Miller
I hear that Asparagus Shears
be spent building a modular
D. Gavel and J. Piselli
does hairpainting."
stage. Other expenses will be
Kent Shively
"Grand...I always looked great
sanitation,security,and acous
Copy Queen
in purple —maybe I could get
tics at the RISD farm. The
Lisa Cushman asst. to C.Q.
hair to match my bluejeans...
committee's main objective
wonder if they do 2D projects.
will be keeping costs down.
II
Tenative dates for Colab 5 i s
May 1st through 6th.
"Also haircuts..."
"Great option for a place
Bob Lohman is planning two
Editor:
named Asparagus Shears
sounds
dances in the refectory during
Riding Away With a Prettier
the Colab 5 festival.
like a pornographic lingerie
Maid her face was an open...
outlet for vegetarians..."
Dale Chihuly discusses the
Shortly after the above, we
possibility of contacting
Stopping in the literature sec
are planted in two rather aJackie Curtis and Ruth Kligtion of the school library this
morphous velvet-blobs amidst a
man(interviewed in last week's
morning I came across this book
veritable forest of asparagus
» "Express-o")in New York. They
Lust and Love. Of course I
ferns, ostridge feathers and
may be able to get some New
recognized it as being right up
latex vegetables. A small man
York Artists to come to RISD
my alley. Inside the book was
for Colab 5.
in a large tie approaches me,
a very good thought...when you
brandishing what appears to be
A
grant
of
two
thousand
dol
are really happy you lose yourgold plated tin shears.
lars is tentatively set for
seff (like getting drunk?).
"Celine?" he quires. I grim
Colab 5. Bob Lohman and Jay
This little tidbit of wisdom
Litman will return to the Board ace, feeling the all too famil
made me feel that I was miss
iar Oh-God-IT's-My-Turn cramps
with
more information on ex
ing out on a Wonderful World
penses.
that accompany all dental sur
of Wisdom. I really do belong
gical and cosmetic forays into
*Dale Chihuly has acquired
in school studying design but
my person. "Couldn't I just
enough money, for Michael Mur
rather "out in the world" or at
part it different?" I whisper
phy's(The Irish Poet)plane
least in the library reading
frantically to Julie.
fare(approx.$450.). Dale will
these great books.
"You'll just look like a sheep
leave a budget of living ex
I continued with my research
dog with a pageboy...give it up
penses for two week's with the
and got back into my design
willfully and you'll have an
Board and return with the date
work. A book with a roof in it
of Michael Murphy(The Irish
easier time of it..."
that inspired me...it would be Poet)arrival.
I am directed toward a mylar
more fun to design a building
*Ceramics Club will meet Wed.,
wrapped cubicle lined with ma
instead of reading and answer
genta lightbulbs and fake plum
the 12th,to decide on the sep
ing books that cry out in
arate account. The Student
es,then into a tastefully sedefeat.
quined dentist's chair.
Board will not grant any money
Actually it is possible to read
to Ceramics Club until the
"Do I get sodium pentothal
the great ideas of the world's
Club's account is registered
for this?" I say, leering at
great minds and show them in
vith the SAO.
the mirror's image of Mr. Ben
your work. Whereas literature
'Letters will be sent to each
jamin (previous experience tells
is just a hobby for a doctor or
nember of the Infirmary Comme
that haircutters are seldom
what have you it all becomes
rdttee concerning the lack of
mamed Oscar, Fred or Hymie, al
very relevant to the designer
nedical care RISD students are
ways something genteel like
if it has anything to do with
low receiving(Infirmary is open
Andre, Dale, or Marlon.
our human condition.
3nly 14 hours a day). The
He giggled and adjusted his
problem of liability will be
peach satin cuff. How do you
nentioned in the letter.
want this done?"'
Riff.
Agenda: Building Committee
"Quickly and painlessly."
Report,Faculty Evaluation Pos
Yes, uh...but what style?"
sibilities.
(cont. on pg. 14)
Published weekly at the
Rhode Island School of Design,
Box F-7, 2 C ollege St., Prov.
R.I. 02903.

The Process of Music: a mislead
ing title(but aren't they all?)
Basic Music: Pay attention to
your breathing. Notice your in
halations and exhalations. No
tice the whole cycle. Find the
rhythm of your body at rest.
What is music?
Morton Subotnick speaks of
sounds as music for his body.
Whatever moves makes music.
A musician, most basically is
someone who is aware of this
truth.
Electronic movement us not
bound by breath. A synthesizer
can exhale or inhale, making
sound, all day.
New Music: Gerald Shapiro is
a musician who runs the elec
tronic music studio at Brown
University. He has orginized a
series of concerts, presently
underway, called the nineteen
mile festival. No explanation
of the name was asked, nor was
one forthcoming;it makes a kid
of music itself, and says some
thing of the amount and kind of
movement the music in the series
makes, made,will make.
The first thing Shapiro said
at his February 16 lecture was
that talking about music was
nonsensical: because words are
sensible and music is not. So
realize at the start that any
thing I say here is nonsensical;
talking about music I can't get
any closer to understanding it
than a gynecologist can get to
understand sex. At best I'm do
ing an amusing tap-dance, di
verting, and ultimately design
ed to get you to go to the con
certs.
Sal Martirano performs a
piece on Feburary 21 called "You
can't sit on the word chair."
Nor can you hear the word music.
Music uses time. Consider this
article as a late-entering voice
in a fugue, or a track in a
piece for delay- as I write this
it is Feburary 17 and the fest
ival has just started- as you
read this it is(Fri. the 21st.)
and the festival is half over.
So I am in the nervous position
of writing about things that
haven't happened yet.
The concerts are representa
tive of modern music, in the
tradition of what Shapiro calls
Western high-art music, to dis
tinguish it from folk or popu
lar idioms. Much of that music
is produced electronically. All
of it has been influenced by

The piece is tonal, it uses
conventional rhythms and moda
lities, and yet is obviously
electronic in its approach.
The repetitions could be supplied
by tape loops; the surface and
the form of the piece are un
marked by phrasing.
Morton Subotnick's works,
though produced on a highly
complex piece of hardware, in
a virtually laboratory situa
tion, shows a romantic approach
to the matters of breath and
phrasing.
technology, whether it actively
Old Music: Someone once ask
uses hardware or not. Electric
ed me if modern music was meant
ity has caused a rethinking of
to make you feel bad.
the most basic musical struct
I like that question.
ures.
By modern music he meant every
One basic structure is the
thing since Debussy. Ironically,
phrase,
which evolved quite
he
•
-4
AAW liked
Xinv-u Debussy,
/ who
vvno made it
_I_
naturally as the amount of music all possible, who made it all
that can be sung with one breath.necessary.
The concept of breath is alien
Here I must go back to explain
to electronics; so electronicallyWhy modern music is the way it
produced music does not want to is,
break into phrases. Electronics
Since Pope Gregory's time Westdo not tire.(Is it this pervaern music has been in a long
sive aspect of technology that
process of escape from the church
has recently opened Western ears The records of music we have are
to the beauty of some of the
the collections of plainsongs
long forms of Eastern music?)
or chants that the Pope made.
It is natural that these con- From these come our entire sys
cepts influence the way many
tem of tonality. When Renais
composers put their music to
sance composers tried to orna
gether.
ment the melodies with simple
So what is electronic music?
cords, it was considered high
Shapiro said there is nothing ly unmusical. It took until
else. Recordings have become so Bach's time for polyphony, the
overwhelmingly the primary ac
combination of several seperate
cess to every sort of music,
parts, to become an art.
that he is indifferent to the.
Like the aspects of visual
distinctions between a recorded composition, form, line, color
orchestra and a recorded syn
and whatnot, music has its par
thesizer. Whether we listen to
ameters: pitch, loudness, timBach, Stockhausen, Keith Emerson bre, duration. Baroque music
or Dave Brubeck, the sounds are was largely responsible for exmost often coming out of a loud- panding the duration parameter
speaker.
beyond the Gregorian long-short
One piece on the February 22
definition. But timbre and loud
program is Stockhausen's "Kon- ness still played unimportant
takte," for electronic tape',
parts in composing a piece of
percussion, and piano. The aes music; much of Bach's music
thetic rationale is the title:
does not even specify instrumen
"Contacts" between the worlds
tation. Among his other accomp
of the acoustic and the elec
lishments, it was probably
tronic. Shapiro called this
Beethoven who first showed a
piece almost essential to an un- grasp of the importance of all
derstanding of much later music, the parameters. Because of this,
Terry Riley's piece "In C"
Beethoven made it necessary for
involves any number of musicians later composers to compose difplaying through a score of some ferently.
fifty simple figures. Each muBut until the twentieth cenician repeats each figure as
tury, all music had a center
many times as he likes, then
tonality, a home key that the
moves to the next. A piano keeps piece approaches and recedes
a steady pulse throughout. The
from. Western music is historpiece is over when all the muically directional; it wants
sicians are finished.
to return home to the tonic,*

Patch panel of an ARP
synthesizer

and all its dramatic tensions
and releases come from the advoidance of and the arrival at
this home key.
As time passed composers us
ed even wider excursions away
from the tonic major or minor
key, until Chopin, for instance,
ended up passing through sever
al different keys in the space
of a few measures. Debussy stop
ped using majors and minors en
tirely. After a time, he com
posed with whole-tone scales,
that gave only a feeling of to
nality, the same elusive imagery
attained in the Impressionist
paintings.
Arnold Schonberg wanted to
eliminate this gravitational
center entirely, to have a music
full of relations and no abso
lutes. (And it's useful here
to note that Western music has
always shown correspondence to
Western philosphy) He establish
ed a system of composition known
as "serial" that accomplished
this. Serialism was the last
"school" of music, and it is the
highly intellectual, inaccessable works of these decades that
have given modern music its bad
name. There is as much serious
musical thought in Schonberg
as in Brahms- but people haven't
had five hundred years to get
used to the lack of tonality,
as they did to its presence.
At least in the past there were
certain gdvens that the audience
and artist agreed on upon- a
major scale, for instance. Now
even in tonal music, there are
more scales than there are com
posers.

4

So of course there's misunder
standing between composers and
the audiences; if an artist
spends twelve hours a day worry
ing aesthetic questions and a
patron spends twelve hours a
day worrying stock quotations,
the patron doesn't want to spend
another twelve hours figuring
out that slab of metal in the
gallery or those dissonances
in the string quartet. This gap
is to be expected.
There, incompletely, is why
music is how it is. There are
many parallels to painting in its
history; Renaissance, romantic
ism, neo-classicism, impression
ism, abstraction, all correspond
roughly to the music of the
same time; and like painting,
there are as many ways of ap
proaching the musical art today
as there are artists. More in
fact.
(It's interesting that music
has never had a true expression
of nihilism. No composer has
ever doubted the value of pro
ducing music to the extent that
the other arts have questioned
their roles- though people like
Cage may question the value of
composing. Cage says, "A com
poser is someone who tells other
people what to do. I find this
an unsatisfactory way of getting
things done." Even Cage's notor
ious silent piece 4'33"- which
is on the Feb. 23 concert pro
gram- is less a comment that
nothing can be said, than it is
an analysis of the duration
parameter of music- that any
length of time can be music,
whether something happens in it
or not.

(Technology has threatened
painters with photography, writer
with TV, and everybody with
computers; at best there is an
uneasy truce with the machines.
Only composers have embraced
and possibly mastered the pos
sibilities of technology. Since
we are indisputably living in
a technological time, it may be
argued that music is therefore
the healthiest of the arts.)

Music of the present/Music of
the future; the nineteen mile
Festival; What we have come to
at last- and it's probably all
tied up with the destruction of
our ethical superstructures as
heralded by Nietzsche- is that
there is no longer any univers
al aesthetics. God has long since
stopped being the center of the
arts.
Since there are no conventions
in harmony, rhythm, melody, tim
bre, or in anything that happens
during a piece of music, or even
in what a piece of music is,
each composer must create his
own. Frequently each piece must
establish i.ts ow n particular
logic, and explore it musically.
This is enormously difficult.
It demands a great virtuosity.
Karlheinz Stockhausen, a compo
ser who has been active for
over twenty years, has composed
about as many pieces. In his
lifetime, Bach composed over a
thousand, because so many of
his pieces were conceptually
identical. This is not to les
sen what Bach did: he did what
was necessary in his day, as
Stockhausen does in his.

The situation is analogous to a and the Electric Circus; Martir to time anyway. And what I've
composer who must construct his ano collaborated with film
learned from electronics will
orchestra before writing the
maker Ronald Nameth on the the
inform my piano playing. Mod
music for it. (One instrumen
ater piece L's G.A.— and ser
ern music is not reliant on
tal composer, Harry Partch,
ialism was never popular. Per
technology. The concepts are
does just that. Many electronic haps composers are now more will -more important than the techniqcomposers, including Martirano, ing to hear with their audiences' ues.
Subotnick, and Shapiro, help
ears.
What Is Necessary:
design their instruments).
In 1969 Karlheinz Stockhausen
Music is a sense of what is
Straddling as it does both our wrote Hymnen, which he described necessary, on small and large
time-frames, writer and reader
as"music for the postapocalypse."scales. Great musical works are
with a few days time lag between ,If the sixties had that aspect
firmly bound in time insofar as
the nineteen mile festival pro of apocalypse about them, he was they are caused phenomena, and
vides a handy metaphor for mus right in sensing where music
timeless as they create their
ic immediately past, music still needed to go. Now is a quieter
own continua for their existence.
happening, music soon to come.
time; following the explosive
So although Beethoven's Ninth
The Marxist doctrine of social technology that produced multi
Symphony is still a great piece
and artistic progress is well
media events, video, the Trips
of music, it would be senseless
used these days: thesis + anti- Festivals, the Eletric Circus,
to
write something in that
thesis= synthesis. The coincid is a period of quiescence, ass
style now.It was written when it
ence of the last word as an end imilation. There is no longer
was needed, and Beethoven was
and instrument in electronic
a pressing need to innovate.
great because he had the percep
music is doubly nice. It's a
Composers are making pretty mus
tion to see that it was needed.
beautiful word: in the future
ic. David Rosenboom, a biofeed
A good improvisation is always
a synthesizer will contain eq
back experimenter, is playing
better live because the music
uipment for the production,
the piano now. Subotnick, though
ian's minute-to-minute sense
analysis, alteration and pres
he uses all the technology of
of what is necessary is much
entation of any sound anywhere
the sixties, is essentially
more evident in person. This
within the time and space def
romantic.Someone else once said
is why jazz never translated
ined by a piece.
to me, on hearing I compose
well to records.
The present is a negative
electronic music, "what'11 you
Now that we know these things,
response to serialism. Compos
do if somebody pulls the plug?"
we are in a better time than
ers seem more concerned now
He meant it in the large sense.
ever before to make music. What
with making music that sounds
If someone pulls the plug,
is necessary is to find what is
nice, besides being logically
which is doubtful until our
moving in our hearts and minds,
coherent. There has been a syn whole society collapses and we
and to make it audible.
go back to whale-oil and woodthesis with popular music
stoves, I will go back to play
Subotnick was intimately con
Carter Scholz
nected with the Trips Festivals ing the piano. I do from time
*Nineteen Mile Festival tickets at reduced

prices are still available; RISD SAO

Morton Subotnick
offers unique campus
residencies. His
continually evolving
"Game Rooms" are designed
so that the participants
themselves create light/
sound compositions, and
seminars in understanding
the uses of new media in
contemporary art, as well
as workshops in
light/sound composition _
ppearj:n?
and in electronic music
.
technique5, area|s°
available.
8;30 pM Alumnae

27
Hall

Recordings by:
Columbia (including Sidewinder, Touch, 4 Butterflies)
Nonesuch (including Silver Apples of the Moon, The Wild Bull)
Turnabout (Lamination One)

5

Talbot Tuition Thompson
Colleges,like other institu
tions are affected by infla
tion and the Rhode Island
School of Design is no excep
tion. Our costs have risen
during the past year by approx^
imately 12%,and because tui
tion is nearly 90% of the to
tal income of the College,it
is necessary that we raise
tuition,room,and board charges
for 1975-76 as follows:
74-75
Increase
75-76
Tuition $3000.
$300.
$3300.
Room
700.
50.
750.
Board
700.
50.
750.
The rate of inflation,as
stated by President Gerald Ford
indicates that when this year
is compared to last year,the
cost of living has increased
by 12.1%. You will note that
we are raising tuition 10%,
and room and board charges by
7.1%. We have been able to keep
our increases for the coming
year at these levels by exer
cising very strict economies
in the administration of the
College at all levels.
We do not intend to increase
the student-faculty ratio nor
arbitrarily to slash instruction
costs,since such measures would
ultimately affect the educa
tional experience that we of
fer our students. You have cho
sen Rhode Island School of
Design for its leadership pos
ition in art,design,and archi
tecture. We consider it our
duty to maintain our high
standards of professionalism.
The February 10 issue of the
Sunday New York Times reported
the results of a poll of tui
tion,room and board charges of
private colleges around the
country. The headline read,
"Most Private Colleges Fees To
Go Up More Than 10%." The ar
ticle goes on to report that
endowment income is down,and
this is true of us. Although it
doesn't hurt as much as those
institutions with large endowments/ our income from other
sources next year will be less
than this current year.
While it is a disagreeable
job to inform you of these in
creases,! wish to assure each
of you that we have done every
thing in our power to keep them
as small as possible. Our in
creases are less than other
colleges.
Talbot Rantoul

Since Mr.Benjamin Thompson's
last visit to Providnece on
January 29,he has been hard
at work making the rough sche
matic plans,which he presented
on that day,more specific and
detailed.
As soon as Mr.Thompson is
ready with the next set of more
detailed plans,it is planned
to have him discuss them with
the Building Committee. Short
ly after that meeting,we will
schedule another meeting with
faculty and students before
any final plans are approved
by the Board of Trustees. It
would be premature to schedule
another meeting before Mr.
Thompson has arrived at the
next stage of his design of
the new building,and and it
would also be premature for
him to release his plans for
perusal by the entire RISD
community until we are sure
the rough plans previously
presented can be worked out in
detail.
»
When we have more detailed
plans,you will all be given
the opportunity to provide
additional input before the
design is approved. I will
keep you informed as to'our
progress and give all ample
advance notice of the next
meeting with Mr. Thompson.

Chalk Talk
A film, Chalk Talk- a witty,
funny, delightfully different
film about alcohol- hard and
otherwise. This reviewer was
very sceptical about seeing it
a few months ago, but was tot
ally involved and amazed at it's
effect. It is a must see.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
evenings, February 24, 25, 26,
7 p.m. College Building, Room
412, discussion and refresh
ments (non-alcoholic) after
wards.
Please come and bring a friend
or two—you'll be surprised.

Talbot Rantoul
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Felllni

Fellini's Armacord- A Papal
Indulgence
I once heard a friend of mine
describe 8^ as "A man who cannot get hi? fantasy Ufe under
control " Thic +-k^^V,

to almost

of fha

SILVER
SCREEN

lnySftt°%
Y

•n
-i -i
you examine a film like 8h
Y°U reall2S that n° ^
er
poor your memory might be after

SS 2Kr "J1"®

«>e PloAlways holds

7? ,sterwater. Armacord in relation is

°C ^oJfL'anylrFliuni-r8
V^collection of
Armacord. There is
-?vants strung together by colorArmacord that Fellini has not
?ul 2?U2S' °ne gets the imPress"
1?n that af2eir ?° many mastershown us before- the spirit
the religion, the facisim, the
PaeC?S Feplnak1S 5estlng on
orgasam or the color. Whether
21S laurals" This however can
it be in 8)5 or the Clowns, Fel- 5? a 2eat in 2^elf ?°r a flFr"
lini is still the same~dreamer. ?ifeCt?r'„
w*i\Wrl£erSSZi"'
It has always been evident that ?"? ?
2e' Hl^?hc°ck and 9 P
1 2
some dreams are more concrete
Jve 2?en ??%?,,
this,
Unf°^unatly all of the above
than others, some you can remember well. Even though the
mentioned directors last films
ha^e bean their worst
word "armacord" means I rememFew of the moral implications
ber in Rimini dialect, I found
hat have been the underlyinS
it conclusive that dear Federico does not
themes in Fellini's
past films
are Prasent
The plot (unlike most of FelArmacord. This
V®ry ^tUf- °f
lini's major works)is simple.
The film shows us the major and tha fact that we are dealing
minor characters and events that WJthn a
°W? "xth people
c<?lorfully and
happen over a years time in the W?°
little town of Rimini. The ePhysically big in relation to
vents begin with the yearly arThe*e ^ °ne SCene where
rival of the puff balls which
^to.S familY ventures out of
the limnediate community. Here
signal the coming of spring,
THEY ™n into immediate social
as well as a yearly bonfire, a
reunion with crazy Uncle Teo
conflict. Uncle Teo climbs a
yells, I want a woman"
(or not so crazy by comparison),
?e a
the trip to an ocean liner and
?nly a mid9et nun can bring him
wn .
everY°ne sits around
the annual snowball fight.
This series of events is highsweating, eating chickens and
lighted by the colorful Fellini- slaPP1?9 ™>squitos.
Despitf the above mentioned
esque, circus like people that
provide the highlights. There
themes that cannot stand the
is a young boy, Tito (who repre- crJ-bical pressure, Armacord is
W€\ "J acted as wel1 as sPiritsents Fellini as a child),the
town beauty who wears a red
ually visual, possibly as visual
beret at a rakish angle, Tito's ?! Jullette of the Spirits, but
socialist parents, who must deal
again, only possibly. Armacord 15f n ot so much an exercise
with a fagist country, and the
Fellini's walk through the
buxom tobacco woman who loves
to be carried around like a
window of his past , but instead,
a reflection of how an audience
rucksack.
People always.seem to be piss- w°uld see Federico in his stilt
ing where they shouldn't, a young ,View of childhood. He has
boy's sexual awakenings, Mussgotten terribly presumptuous,
olini and facism ad nauseam- i
Armacord is just another in his
e of PaPal indulgences,
got the constant feeling that boy
and girl feel a song coming.
These are both first and last
impressions. Armacord may be good
entertainment, but it is not
good Fellini.
Rebecca Miller

T^nmatic Inclusion, or What
nTT YOU Say to a Squirting
nstrich Trooper?

mid-July, with its unlimited
neon, screeching Allegheny Air
lines passenger convenience
flights(one every 6-2/3 seconds)
and voracious mosquito populat
ion is a spot of unrivaled
comfort. Wind Whips Through His
Moustache had just experienced
a hard ride from Tusckon Ari
zona. He was under the employ
of a resurrected version of the
United States Government
Rhinocerous Fast Delivery Ser
vice and had spurred an even
baker's dozen of the horny an
imals right out from under him

nostril, thereby shocking it
back into a more docile reality.
Ham was muchiy impressed.
Following this show of com
Depicting a Tale in which a hero
passionate mastery, Wind Whips
meets an Italian-type character.
Through His Moustache confessed
that he had yet another confess
ion to make, but that the place,
It c ame to pass and passed right
if not the time, was out of
on by. The hero of our epic
joint; a point which Ham was
was called Happy Answer Machine
quick to agree with. Mounting
and nobody knew why. In his des
the now complacent rhinocerous,
peration to find out he once
Wind Whips suggested that they
went so far as to pen an off
continue their conversation over
icial request to his home town.
a refreshing glass of orange
Receptacle of Commerce, inquir
ade. Ham joined his rhinoriding
ing into the extent of his sha
friend and with a slight spur
dowy origins. The response rec
they were off in the direction
eived from the Muddyvale Dog
of the nearest localsWoolworth's.
Warden's Office explaining the
With the horned animal firmly
dissolution of the Receptacle
secured to a storefront mail
of C ommerce upon the arrival of
box, our unlikely twosome strode
his request left him teary-eyed
up to the lunch counter. A mood
with its inadequacy. It was at
of serene security could be
this juncture, just as he was
seen to overtake Wind Whips
about to commit hara-kari with
Through His Moustache and he
a V eg-e-matic, that said Italian
now began to furtively relate
type character arrived on the
his confidence.
scene and convinced Happy Ans
Somewhere this side of Vigil
wer Machine(hereafter referred
ante Georgia he had been picked
to as Ham) that he did indeed
up by two fast moving ostrich
possess a beginning, even if it
riders. They had kept pace with
was only a distant relationship
him for about an hour, making
to the contented mechanical
him very uncomfortable with inchildren of the Detroit assemtermittant bursts from their
blyline. So satisfied was Ham
squirt guns, before the greater
at t his revelation that he put
endurance of his mount began to
up his cucumber chopper until
prevail.
Apparently, however,
the next appropriate time.
they had radioed ahead for air
Afterall, as well as being messy,
support and fifteen miles further
death by such an instrument was
on, while stopped at a Texaco
unchristian; unorthodox unchris
station to fuel his rhino, Wind
tian.
Whips was spotted by a squadron
The aforementioned Italian
of Pig 17's. They swept in low
lifesaver claimed to have been
for a strafing run, emptying
known by a wide variety of pre
their
payloads of flaming jello.
vious surnames, most of which
Wind Whips mounted his beast on
had been derogatory. But it was
the gallop and just barely escap
immediately evident to our heroed the stinking holocaust, won
Ham that he could be none other
dering how the fuck they got that
than that gigantic figure of
jello lighted(although if one
legend, that bearer of strong
must die, it might as well be in
est medicine;Wind Whips Through
his favorite flavor).
His Moustache. He was a man of
Wind Whips Through His Mousta
great lip hair, although his
che was now beginning to feel
first confession(he was always
that he was the target of some
making confessions) after re
self. The brute that he arrived
pretty hostile behavior. Per
lieving Ham of the latter's
on was a little more resilient
haps
those guys on the ostrichs
nasty notions of unbeing, was
than his fellows,and upon not
were rhino-jackers. But that
that he hadn't always been such icing a shortage of his favor
didn't explain the attack by
a v irile brute, but had spent
ite lush Dakota buffalo grass
the foreign aircraft. Maybe he
many carefully considered years in the immediate parking lot
was being followed by a whole
squeezing those whiskers out
environs he proceeded to add
bevy of counteragents who were
of himself.
ress the dismounted Italian
trying to forcibly relieve him
Imagine, if you can, the un
with a few friendly prods.
likely setting in which the in Wind Whips Through His Moustache of the top secret cargo he was
transporting. But he wasn't
troductory meeting of our pro
responded with a viscious app
carrying any confidential
tagonists occurs. Beautiful
lication of one of his fetid
material this time, only an ant
downtown Muddyvale New York in
armpits to the beast's right
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farm and a bunch of tarantula
laden bananas which he was sup
posed to drop off at the feed
and grain store in Altoona. He
had still been groping for a
motive when the final attack
came. He was just crossing the
South Carolina frontier when
he noticed that the road ahead
was obstructed. Upon drawing
closer he saw that a combined
force of Ku Klux Klansmen and
Southern Democrats, all manning
burp guns, were approaching.
Detecting a hint of unkind pur
pose in their manner. Wind Whips
reigned his mount off the high
way in a mad dash for the hills
just as they loosed a tremendous
hail of belches at him. Once
again, quick thinking had sav
ed the day and the mustachioed
marvel thanked the day he was
born Italian. Now he knew he
was the object of unprovoked
discrimination, having been
ostrich-squirted, jello bombed
and heavily burped at by a
variety of known and unknown,
foreign and domestic majorities
and minorities, all in the same
afternoon. He stopped at the
first available phone booth
to lodge a formal complaint
with his congressman, who was,
of course, unavailable. Despite
the fact that the irate Wind
Whips placed a call every halfhour during the duration of his
trip, the legislator was always
either in closed conference
with his secretary or at a top
level four-wall handball game.
The best the Italian could do
was to set a date with the
switchboard operator for Thurs
day July 20th,1979 in Sao Paulo
Brazil at Juan's Superfine
Pizza Pad.
Never one to understand mot
ives well. Ham shuddered at the
thought of being in the pre
sence of such a popular bead.
His chilled spine developed into
a distinct loss of facial color
ing when Wind Whips finished
by saying than, his reason for
relating such a bizarre series
of events was the belief that
he was still being followed.
Had it not been for a rather
dramatic commotion at this mom
ent, it is entirely possible
that the squeamish Ham would
have terminated the newfound
friendship with headlong flight.
But our hero's fears quickly
dissipated in the ensuing
tumult, for a large crowd was
gathered in front of the store.
The air was filled with the
indescribably singular sound
produced by an aroused rhinocerous. Apparently the docile
beast had first been disturbed
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ent too soon. Wind Whips cooingly sidled up to his peeved
perissodactyl with more than tht
average number of Sugar Babies
in his outstretched hand. Rec
ognizing his master's friendly
face, the animal's distemper
lessened until Wind Whips could
finally caress his skewer.
Of course, there now were the
matters of destroyed property
and squashed dog to settle.
Undaunted, Wind Whips Through
His Moustache pulled out a
roll of unmarked thousand
dollar bills, a rhinorider's
emergency pin money, and tur
ned back the hands of time(ex
cept in the case of the griefstricken dog owner). The police
released the rhino on his own
er's recognizance. Then Ham and
Wind Whips unchained him from
the mailbox and quickly dashed
away toward the sanctuary of
heroHam's home.
Ham lived in a peaceful
neighborhood with his blind
by an unassuming mailman who
mother and syphillis-stricken
assumed that he might be able
father for whom he provided all
to reach a normally unassuming
drop box, whereupon he was con but the most necessary of care.
The cozy little bungalow in
fronted by a creature which he
which they were doomed to
had believed to have been long
spend their remaining days(ek
since vanished from the north
ing out a courageous social
ern temperate zone. This had
security and spaghettios
set the rhino to grunting and,
existence) had steadily declin
as he fidgeted, a particularly
large woman leading a particul ed in value since the inter
state highway went through
arly large female Great Dane
approached. At this point Wind
next door. The moment the new
Whips' rhino forgot every lesson road's ribbon was cut the area
lost its ghetto classification
of public etiquette he had
and entered the sub-ghetto
learned back in Rhino Mount
School and, succumbing to the
category. Even the cockroaches
impulse of love at first sight, had moved away, a blessing
which Ham's near senile pop
proceeded to mount the unlucky
bitch. A second later the rhino- noted as direct Heavenly inter
cerous was laying flat on the
vention. He hated the bugs,
maintaining that they played
sidewalk, atop one very dead
hide-n-seek amongst his toes,
dog. The owner was streaking
away, howling hysterically, when which he only bruised when he
flailed away at them with his
she met an army of oncoming
police cruisers who had already cane. He hadn't always been
been alerted by the drivelling
a fruitcake, but then, syphillis
mailman. As blueshirts poured
takes its toll. Ham told Wind
Whips that he didn't think
from their vehicles, weapons
they'd mind if the exhausted
drawn, the surprised rhino had
rhinocerous stretched out be
regained his feet and was now
fore the fireplace; in fact,
beginning to anger at his un
they might not even notice.
fortunate role in the develop
ing sequence of events. He sul After a protein filled repast
of reheated beans and franks
lenly tossed his head at a
the old folks stumbled on to
couple of store windows and
puntured a car door. Presently, bed while our protagonists sat
down to catch a couple of
the shopping center's Michigan
Chuck Conners reruns on the
mechanical payloader arrived
on the scene and was engaged in tube.
Wind Whips Through His Mous
a bitter, if illfated, duel
tache slept fitfully that night
with the outraged animal when
Ham and Wind Whips Through His
and played with his Maypo the
Moustache burst through the
next morning, not paying the
police barrier explaining that
slightest attention to the back
it was their friend who was
of the cereal box. It was a
about to overturn the piece of
beautifully sunny day and Ham
heavy equipment. And not a mom decided to give his friend a

tour of the historical
sights Of Muddyvale. But the
Italian dargged along until
Ham felt forced to inquire into
the obvious problem. Wind Whips
remarked that even though he
GOOD-BYE POEM, Op. 15 (29th Oct. 1974)
would go so far as to consider
cutting off his pride and joy
from the train they lifted her good-bye
in an attempt at inconspicuence, to carry them as far as
'd
still
feel
hunted,
watched,
he
a tennis racquet hovered in the breeze
followed. When Ham playfully
against the still-crisping frost.
_
suggested that maybe they were
where, oh, where? can one find as expensive an item
only being stalked by their
crawling around her shoulders?
guardian angels, a suddenly el
ated W ind Whips Through His
they ate worms in a basket,
Moustache blurted out,"My God
digesting them literally
man, I believe you've got it:
as the cardboard saw-cuts came up one by one,
It certainly is difficult to
to remind them that arriving time was near._
escape one's hairy conscience:"
at quarter-past-one the station was a-bustling
And on this profundity the jov
but no one was there.
,
ial p air, convinced that the
he went through the precincts with an empty PasKet
dilemna of the decade had been
behind every column there was a reminder
resolved, unwittingly stepped
and once he got to the front door
....
_ind
off the curb and fully into the
the worms crawling around her shoulders were still in his Bind,
path of an onrushing '75
Excrement Special(sick slicks,
it is not very far from chelsea to kensington,
simulated brown vinyl roof and
even farther still is moscow
4 seat fairy bar optional).
his grape-basket
That morning, the Altoona
was dry with leaves
morning paper carried an eyewith no spare change to call a penny
witnessed account of the daring
he went to the indoor swimming pool
daylight larceny of an ant farm
there to meet his death.
and a bunch of rotten bananas
from the Johnson Feed and Grain
in the newspaper columns afterward,
Company. The smiling villains,
not a story was left out.
impressively dressed in Richard
but what is the substance of it,
Nixon costumes, were seen escap
Pieter Vanderbeck
is contained in hat grape-basket!
ing on ostrichs.

Illustrations by Rob Hugel
Fancifully dedicated to my
great pal Shoe Peary.
David Stairs

EXCESSIVE MODERNISM
,
dedicated to the shades of Prokofiev and Shostakovich
OPUS 18 (31st October 1974)
There is no place for art to turn to anymore.
There are no patrons.
There is no public.
.
.
Art has become a message, a demonstration, a pure exercise, and
there are no subscribers for that.
,
Bim0mafnrs1
Now, more than at anytime, one has to believe in the supernatural,
for humanity will not support him.
The supposed 'warmth' of humanity becomes a void,
the arena of teeming masses is like a great open space;
in a sense,there is no humanity,
no world.
No support for one's cosmology,
and one cannot live in the world
being like others.
_
.
One has to resort to special tricks.
But, above all, art must survive!
represent^ideas'1more'clearly'than
humans, which come and go,
and lounge around for leisure time,
leaving without a trace or a word,
not even an ideological statement.
Art is for ideas,

do

the lives of individual

because9they'do notion, to the world, and they do not correspond
to the laws Cf the world that they are not rightly and truly in.
Well, an artist must ally himself with his art,
for himself to have the same immortality as the ideas he professe ,
so as the ideas go on, that is where he goes.
Pieter Vanderbeck
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Books

He replied; "Well, I think
of course, I don't know-if
There
has
been
a
recent
tend
"Oh shit, I don't know...
I were fighting communism ,
ency to namedrop in current
something that'll look
great
I don't think I would do it
literature. Apparently the name
blowing as the wind whips my
by giving people any books
to drop right now is Dashiell
cheek and ruffles the hem of
at all."
Hammett, at least Erica Jong and
,~i,
_
a long antique voile dress..."
T V J I r>
,
,, . ,
With that remark and a few
Adela Rogers 0T
St John think so.
"Yes, uh..."he poked ginger
shrugs of his shoulders,
ly through my hair with obvious In Ms. Jong's book,Fear of Fly
Hammett found himself wash
ing , she states; "...and Lillian
distaste, "Have you ever tried
ing toilets in jail for six
Hellman wants to be as much as
a ph balanced mixture?"
months!
a man as Dashiell Hammett so
"Maybe, do they sell it at
He went to jail, not because
he'll love her like he loves
Oakes?"
he knew the answers they
himself."
He ismiledi, "No this is for
demanded, but because he
In Adela Rogers St. Johns' book
the hair." he said holding a
wouldn't let "cops or judges
Some Are Born Great, she lists
hand of it in his beringed
tell him what democracy is".
(according to Garson Kanin)
fist to accentuate his point.
Hammett was a great man, a
some "true American originals,"
"It's a mess...split ends,
brilliant writer. In my re
"...Charles Ives, Dashiell
broken shafts...eeeccchhhh."
view of Lillian Hellman's
Hammett (I hope he'll be so
"Don't take it as a personal
book, Pentimento, I mention
pleased)"
affront...I assure you, I did
ed that she had lived with
So there are two examples of
it without premeditation. Does
him for thirty years until
this mean it's over between us?' Hammett namedropping. Why? Who
his death in 1961.
is
Dashiell
Hammett
anyway?
This irritated him. He cir
If you are interested in his
Dashiell Hammett was a writer.
cled around my head taking
writing, Random House has
He began his writing career in
random hacks at it with his
just reprinted a collection
the 1920s, after working as a
various implements, a sinister
of his short stories, called
Pinkerton Detective. He chose
grin crawling across his lips.
The Continental Op, these
detective writing, possibly be
"What are you doing?"
are by far the best stories
cause he knew quite alot about
"Trust me,"he said.
he had written. ("Op" is the
it, as opposed to those writers
"My mother said never to
term given to an operative
of his time that tried to copy
trust a man wearing sequined
his style unsuccessfully. There in the \ Continental
,,
. , . detective
wingtips. Last time I trusted
a.Lso
was a term used then to describe rp^L
2__?Ur,1??'g
someone I ended up in PoukeepThe Maltese Falcon. The Thin
his style of short sentencessie New Jersey with a band of
Man, and The Big Knockover.
fast paced dialogue. The term
dejected motorcycle mechanics;
The
latter being a collection
is
"hardboiled,"
Hammett
was.
put a crimp in my New Year's
of short stories edited by
the master of the hardboiled
Eve to say the least...."
Lillian Hellman.
school of writers.
He was unmoved. "There!"he
His first novel to win him
If you are interested in him as
exclaimed after a period of
considerable fame was the
a man, then this is just one
pregnant silence.
more reason to read Pentimento.
Maltese Falcon (ring a bell?)"Where?" I looked at my head
...at least he had resisted the His novel The~Thin Man written or if you want, just ask me
in 1931, marked the end of his I think his is a great name to
urge to embalm.
"Isuppose it looses the effectcareer as a nov®list. From ther^roP*
on he devoted much of his time
without the wind and the an
to Left Wing causes, and mostly
tique dress..."
Beth Weiner
to the writing career of Lillian
"Yes, well to get it to look
Hellman (not necessarily a Left
like this, you must..."
Wing cause!)
The instructions sounded
His health began to falter in
like those to an erector set
model of the Chartres Cathedral the 1940's and 1950's. He had
contracted tuberculosis in W.W.
bellringers and all.
then again during W.W.II.
"-curl each section under
The McCarthy days were on
TXar
SD
pef.
and around..."
hand, and Hammett'was called
How would I tellthis nice
p- Otos} < bs4v^ioedl f r£
4-o
to testify. He was called a
genteel man I used my blowiee X aA- muck ^
w4--.de s Jv.d
communist and Fascist by the
dryer to dry my watercolors?
committee.. As a final ques
5
uxr'i-V^ev^ <5 u?n)4-ev\ 4
"and under."
tion for the hearing, the
I would, in otherwords, need
JouwcJ
soplv.sUcx.Wi
mUNecU
Chairman asked him this:
an engineering degree to get
b-4- w, -IWc-4ujriUeiA cjoocK
"Mr. Hammett, if you were
it together again. "Thanks."
all . /VWk
spending, as we are, over
I said, and signed over four
S+Xtt .skouJd kuWe-A anu^-ell e/Wisk
one hundred million dollars
teen dollars and my firstborn
Coa.ns^fo» ov- else j- ir
4-o
a year qji an information
son...
S+ari ciqkkrvg more *-V"~-V-1 I e-Wer.?
program ^allegedly for the
But yes friends, this new
ike. 4Vtfs kere onr
one ff
purpose of fighting commun
haircut has added to my share
ism, would you purchase the
of thrills, sex appeal and
Ttvani^ v pu
works of some 75 communist
freelance exaltation...The
13-a.l kkasay r*sijoi.
authors and distribute their
quaint bluehaired lady wants
works throughout the world,
to know where Julie has her
placing our official stamp of
English Sheepdog groomed...
approval upon those works?
clandestinely yours,
Or would you rather not an
Celine.
swer that question?"
(cont. from pg. 2)
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Classifieds
The Art Association of Newport
located at 76 Eellevue Avenue,
Newport,Rhode Island,02840,is
having a 64th Annual Exhibi
tion lasting from June 29 to
July 27. It is open to living
R.I •
American artists.Other quali
Prizes will be awarded. Dead
fications :Media-paintings,
line entry is April 24th,1975.
drawings,prints,and
black and
Applications may be obtained
white photographs. Fee- $7.00
from: Film Competition Manager
per entry; $7.00 for two
c/o Dept. of Comm. Affairs,
photographs,limit six. The
*
150 Washington St., Prov. R.I.
work will be juried by Profes
sor Daniel Robbins. Awards
IB 35mm folding
For Sale:Retina
will
be given. The entry forms
HiiiHT"Schneider xenar lens.
and fee are due June 10th.
Fits in vour pocket, ideal to
Works will be received June
u a r r y e v e r y w h e r e $ 8 5 .on.
13th and 14th. For entry forms
Box 765, 751-4937.
For Sale;Yashicamat 2\ twin lens and further information,write:
Exhibition Committee,Art As
reflex, just overhauled com
sociation of Newport,76 Bellepletely ($140 worth), $55.00.
vue Avenue,Newport,Rhode Is
Box 765, 751-4937.
For Sale;Close-up set for Rolle- land,02840.
flex or Yashicamat, $10.00,
Box 765, 751-4937.
ATTENTION ART EDUCATION STU
DENTS: There will be an" Art
Yoga: It may not be what-you
Education Workshop for Alumni
think it is. If you are inter
and Students,Saturday,April
ested in finding out what Yoga
26,1975,10:00 a.m. to 2:00
is and learning some hatha Yoga
p.m. on the third floor of
postures, we can start a Yoga
Woods-Gerry House. Coffee will
class here at RISD.
be served. Bring your own
I will be the teacher, but I
sandwich.
will be learning with you. If
you have even the slightest in
terest drop a note in bx. 601
Summer Plans? Check Us Out.
or s ign one of the lists around Dreaming of summer? How about
school or talk to me in person. a bit of travelling during
Namaste, Paul Kastner.
those long-awaited months?
Colleges and institutions from
all over(including Europe)are
You've got the snow. Now get
setting up programs for the
the SKIIS. Cranmore Wildcat
upcoming summer of '75;pam
175 cm.,Tyrolia bindings,ex
phlets and posters have been
cellent condition-$35. Box 43
pouring in to the Dean of Stu
or call 277-9390.
dents office for the past few
weeks. Just a few examples of
WOMEN WANTED for modelling by
the possibilities for a good
female photo grad student.
summer this year: Greece;An$3.85 per hour. All bodies
cient Art,Underwater Archeol
ogy,Classical Play Production,
appreciated. Contact Deborah
and more sponsored by U.Mass.,
Hunter,351-0388,RISD box 291.
Amherst. France Architecture,
WANTED-Single young woman(with Art History,Painting-sponsored
her head together)to share a
by the Fontainbleau Summer
restored 1700 farm house in
School of Fine Arts. Mexico;
Foster,RI. Good rent and mutu Glass blowing,dancing,weaving,
al privacy. Call Karen,daysherbal medicine,and more-spon
29 5-8851;evenings-351-2239.
sored by Instituto Cultural
Technectitlan. England-Dance,
theatre,ceramics,photography,
Any notices,announcements,or
amd more-sponsored by Univer
classifieds will be placed
sity of Evansville.
absolutely free in the clas
Interested? Stop by the Dean
sifieds section providing the
submissions are from RISD stu of Students office and check
it out - we have info on just
dents ,faculty,administration,
about any place you might want
or alumni.
to be this summer.

2ND R.I- C OMMUNITY FILM COMPET
ITION; entries must be films
focusing on community awareness.
Topics must focus on the con
cerns or issues pertinent to

The Californian Supreme Court
have been asked to remove
Judge Leland G eiler from the
bench because he is in the
habit of using a battery op
erated dildo as a gavel.
Christopher Logue's
True Stories
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SNOW QUEEN
CANDIDATES

SHERRY BELLIVEAU

SUSAN RAINEY
Best feature:
eyes
Sponsor:
signatures
Hobbies:
making good
cookies and
brownies, reading
and bike riding
Biggest Fault:
stuttering in
front of large
crowds..

KAREN COATES
Major:
Accounting
Best feature:
Hair
Biggest fault:
Talks to much
Sponsor:
Accounting Club

MARY GALLUZZO

KATHLEEN CAIRNES

Major:
Accounting
Best Feature:
Smile
Activities:
Treasurer of Stu
dent Senate, Epsilon
Phi Delta Sorority,
and Social Com- '
m it te
e.
Sponsor:
Phi Delta.

Favorite Expression:
O-kay!!
Hobbies:
Sewing, skating
Major:
Data Processing
Best Feature: . .
. I
r
Legs cev4«inVy net" her tocc.
Sponsor:
'
Signatures
Biggest Fault:
talks to softly

Biggest Fault:
talks to fast
Major:
Court Reporting
Best Feature:
Smile
Sponsor:
Management Club
Hobbies:
Specialize in
baking Shepards
Pie, skiiing, and
tennis.

CELESTE SMITH
Biggest fault:
Talk with hands
Major:
Medical Assistant
Sponsor:
Audio Visual
Best feature:
HoGti'fs
>tes:
Skiing, swimming,
tennis, sewing

PATT1E GARRAHY
Best Feature:
talking with her
hands.
Biggest Fault:
thousand of
freckles
Sponsor:
Models Club
Hobbies:
Tennis, ballet,
writing poetry.
Major:
Advertising

CATHY CALO
Major:
Steno
Best feature:
Smile
Sponsor:
Yearbook
Hobbies:
Skiing, bike
riding, walking,
dancing

